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Abstract 

We consider behaviors in which we distinguish two types of variables, mani[est variables, the variables that are of interest 
to the user and latent variables, the variables that are introduced to obtain a first representation. The problem is to find 
a representation of th,: manifest behavior, that is, we want to eliminate the latent variables. If the original behavior can 
be represented by linear differential equations with constant coefficients, then under certain conditions the same is true for 
the manifest behavior. In this note we formulate and study these conditions. The results are illustrated by means of some 
examples. As an appli:ation we study behaviors in image representation. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction and problem statement 

In this note we study the elimination problem for 
behavioral representations of  the form: 

(d) (d) 
R -~ w = M  ~ (,  (1) 

where R(~),M(~) are polynomial  matrices in R~×q[~] 
and ~e×d[~] respectively. Throughout the paper we 

assume that the matrix [R(~) i M(~)]  has full row rank 
(recall that a polynomial  matrix has full row rank i f  
we can select columns from that matrix which form a 
square matrix o f  which the determinant is not the zero 
polynomial  [3]). According to [5, 7], we can always 
achieve this by suitable elementary row operations. 

The elimination problem consists of  finding a suit- 
able representation for Eq. (1) in terms of  w alone. 
That is, we want to eliminate f from Eq. (1). The 
behavioral framework is the right tool to study this 
problem. See [1, 5, 7] and the references therein. The 
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problem that we are particularly interested in is, un- 
der what conditions on the matrices R( ~), M( ~) does 
there exist a representation of  all possible trajecto- 
ries w in terms of  linear differential equations with 
constant coefficients? It will be argued that this is the 
case if  and only if  the solutions w of  the 'candidate 
representation' do not induce differentiations of  the 
free components of  w (by free component we mean 
unrestricted by the equations, see [5, 7]). In that case 
we call ~ properly eliminable. We are not so much 
interested in obtaining the representation itself, rather 
we want to find necessary and sufficient conditions 
such that ~ is properly eliminable. 

The function space from which we select the solu- 
tions ofEq.  ( 1 ), is the space o f  locally integrable func- 
tions. Since locally integrable includes non-smooth 
functions, we call a pair (w,f)E~'ll°C(~;cq)x 
d t f f ( R ; C  d) a weak solution of Eq. (1), if it is a 
solution in the distributional sense. In the sequel we 
only consider weak solutions. This choice of  func- 
tion space is attractive from a conceptual point of  
view. Contrary to what our definition of  weak so- 
lution suggests, it does not require knowledge of  
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distribution theory and still the space is large enough 
to be practical (in contrast to %~'~). 

Following [5, 7] we introduce the set of  weak solu- 
tions of  Eq. (1): 

~ t  := {(w,#) E ~ ,oc(~;  cq )~ ,oc (~ ;  Uz)lR(d/dt )w 

= M(d/dt)[,  weakly}. (2) 

Also we define the set of  induced trajectories w: 

such that (w,#)  c ~3f}. (3) 

The set 2~f is usually referred to as the Jull behavior, 
and }~m is called the manifest behavior. The full be- 
havior contains two types of  variables: the manifest 
variable w and the latent variable {. Latent variables 
arise naturally as a by-product of  'modelling from 
first principles'. If  we are not so much interested in 
a representation of  the full behavior, then the ques- 
tion arises how to represent the manifest behavior. In 
particular we would like to obtain a representation in 
terms of  linear time-invariant differential equations, if  
at all possible. In this note we derive necessary and 
sufficient conditions in terms of  the polynomial matri- 
ces R(~),M(~) for the existence of a matrix R'(~) E 
N~/' ×q[~], such that 

2~m = {W ~ 5()t~c(R; cq) lR ' (d /d t )w = 0}. (4) 

It will turn out that ~m is indeed represented by 
Rt(d/dt)w=O if and only if there exists a par- 
tition of  (w , ( )  into ( u , y , / , , [ 2 ) ,  such that the 
equation ¢2 = 0  defines a proper input/output re- 
lation between u and (Y,/1). Notice that this is 
not an issue if the solution space would be the 
space of distributions or cg.~, although we think 
that our results are also relevant in these cases. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 
we explain what we mean by proper eliminabil- 
ity. We present a criterion for proper eliminabil- 
ity, this criterion is translated into a concrete test 
on the polynomial matrices. In Section 3 we pro- 
vide some easy yet illustrative examples to show 
how the criterion may be used. In Section 4 we 
consider moving average (MA) representations of  
autoregressive representations (AR). This example 
is more subtle and illustrates the power of  the no- 
tion of  proper eliminability. Finally we draw some 
conclusions. 

2. Elimination criterion 

As a first step, we transform the representation of  

Eq. ( 1 ) by means ofpre-multiplication of [M(~)iR(~)]  
by a suitable unimodular matrix U(~) E N~x¢t[~] (re- 
call that a matrix U(~) is unimodular if its determinant 
is a non-zero constant [3]) into a form: 

[R1(¢) 0 1 (5) U(~)[R(~)iM(~)]= R2(¢) M2(¢) ' 

with M2(~) of  full row rank• We can always find such 
a U(~) [3] and according to [5, 7] the full behavior is 
also represented by 

Rt (d/dt)w O, 
(6) 

R2(d/dt)w M2(d/dt){. 

It is obvious that w E ~m implies that Rl(d/dt)w = O, 
however, it is less obvious, and in fact generally not 
true, that Rj(d/d t )w=O implies w c ~m. Neverthe- 
less, RI (d/dt)w = 0 seems to be a good candidate rep- 
resentation for ~m. Indeed, we show that under the 
conditions mentioned in the introduction, this is the 
case. To point out the difficulty, we first provide an 
example where R l(d/dt)w = 0 does not represent ~m. 

Example  2.1. Let the full behavior be represented by 

w't - w2 - 0 ,  
(7) 

( d/ dt )w2 = / ,  

i.e. the matrices R(~), M(~)  are given by 

[1 [011 R ( ~ ) =  0 ~ ' 

The manifest behavior ~m is given by 

~m {(w, ,w2)  E Sl l°c(R;C2)lwl  ~ 1Aft2, 

Ef E SI~)c(R; C) such that 

d weakly}.  ~ W 2 = ¢  , (9) 

Since the representation of Eq. (7) is already in the 
form of Eq. (5), the logical candidate representation 
for ~m would be 

wl - w2 = 0 .  (10) 

However, if, e.g. w2( t )=  l_(t) (the Heaviside step), 
then there does not exist an ¢ ~ csll°c(R; C) such that 
dw2/ dt = [. 
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The reason that Eq. (10) does not represent 23m is 
that dw2/dt = # imposes a smoothness condition on 
w2. Obviously the limit o f  a fundamental sequence Of 
smooth functions need not be smooth. Since the set 
o f  weak solutions o:[ a system of  differential equations 
is closed in the sense of  L~lff, [5, Ch. 2], smoothness 
conditions cannot be expressed in terms of  differential 
equations in w alone. As a consequence 23m cannot 
be represented by differential equations of  the type of  
Eq. (4). 

Motivated by Example 2.1, we now study the 
following question: Under what conditions on 
R( ~), M( ~), is' the manifest behavior 23m represented 
by Eq. (4)? 

The following definition formalizes this question. 

Definition 2.2. Let 23 be the behavior with latent vari- 
ables, defined by 

R(d/dt )w=M(d/dt ) ( .  (11) 

We call the latent variable ¢ properly eliminable if  
there exists a polyrtomial matrix R'(~) such that the 
manifest behavior 

23m := {w I 3~ such that ( w , / )  E 23} (12) 

is described by 

R'(d/dt)w = O. (13) 

It is not difficult to see that 23 is always repre- 
sented by differential equations and some additional 
smoothness conditions. To see this, consider Eq. 
(6). Since M2({) has full row rank, we can select 
columns from M2({) to form a square matrix with a 
constant non-zero determinant. Without loss of  gener- 

ality we may assurr e that Mx({) = [M21 (~)iM22(~)], 
letM2j (~) ~ 0. Partition # accordingly and consider 

R2(d/dt )w = M21(d/dt){l. (14) 

I f  M211(~)R2({) is proper, then for each w E  
~ll°C(~; C q) there exists {l C £a~°c([R; C d/ ) such that 
R2(d/dt)w =M21(d/dt)~l and in that case ~-~3 m is rep- 
resented by Rl (d/dt}w = 0. If, however, M211 (~)R2({) 
is not proper, we cannot draw that conclusion, since 
there could be solutions w of  Rl(d/dt)w=O to 
which there does not correspond an {i such that 
R2(d/dt)w=M21(d/dt)(l. To have a closer look at 
this phenomenon, choose minimal k E N such that 
~-kM2~I(~)R2(~) is proper and consider 

R2(d/dt)w=M21(d/dt)(d/dt)k/l,  

( l = ( d / d t ) k / 1 .  
(15) 

Obviously, for every (W,~I) such that Eq. (14) is sat- 
isfied, there exists {I such that (w, / l ,  7j ) satisfies Eq. 
(15). Also, by construction, for every w E £aJj°~(R; C q) 
there exists (1 such that the first o f  Eq. (15) is satis- 
fied. Of  course, given {~l we can find / such that the 
second of  Eq. (15) is satisfied provided ~l is suffi- 
ciently smooth. This suggests that 23m is represented 
by R~(d/dt)w = 0 and some additional smoothness 
conditions. Of  course, these smoothness conditions 
need not affect every component ofw.  The key idea of  
our result is that smoothness of  the relevant compo- 
nents o f w  could very well be guaranteed by the restric- 
tions that R1 ( d / d t ) w - 0  imposed on w. As an exam- 
ple consider the case where Rl(~) is a square matrix. 
In that case every weak solution of  R l(d/dt)w = 0 is 
infinitely differentiable, and the smoothness required 
by the second equation is guaranteed by the first. 

As a preparation to our main result, we present a 
topological characterization of  proper eliminability. 

Theorem 2.3. The latent ~'ariable { & properly elim- 
&able if and only i f  ~3 m is closed in the sense oJ" Salff . 

ProoL The only if part follows directly from the fact 
that behaviors of  the form R~(d/dt)w = 0 are closed 
in the sense of  Sll°c(R; C q). A proof  of  this property 
may be found in [5, Ch. 2]. 

Now suppose ~3m is closed. Define 23' by 

{ (d) } 
23' = w cq)  l e ,  a7 w = 0 (16) 

We show that 23m--23~. One inclusion is trivial: 
23m C 23t. Choose w E  23'. It can be shown that 
23'NCg °° is dense in 23', see [5, Ch. 2]. Hence 
we can find a sequence wn C 23' Neff ~° such that 
l i m n + ~ w , , = w  (in the sense of  LWlff(R;cq)). 
Since w,, C ~ ,  there exists a sequence /,, such 
that R2(d/dt)wn =M2(d/dt)4. Since by assumption 
Rj(d/dt)wn = 0, we conclude that w,, E 23 .... Since 23m 
is closed and since w~ converges to w, we conclude 
that w E 23m. [] 

Inspection of  the proof  of  Theorem 2.3 shows that 
Rj(d/dt)w=O is indeed a representation of  23m i f {  
is properly eliminable. 

Corollary 2.4. Consider the representation given by 
Eq. (6) which is a representation of Eq. (2). I f #  
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is properly eliminable, then ~m is represented by 
Rl(d/dt)w = O. 

The following theorem characterizes exactly when 
the solutions OfRl(d/dt)w = 0 are sufficiently smooth, 
so that Rz(d/dt)w = M(d/dt)# does not impose addi- 
tional restrictions on w. 

Theorem 2.5. Consider the behavior ~ defined by 
Eq. (1). Denote by g' the (row) rank of M(~) (as a 
polynomial matrix). The variable ( is' properly elim- 
inable i f  and only if  there exist permutation matrices 
Pj c ~qxq, P2 E ~dxd such that i f  we define 

; 
{1 P2 ' 

(2 

y : R ---+ ~ - y / ,  ?'1 : [R --+ ~yl, (17) 

then the sub-behavior d2 = 0  defines a proper 
input/output relation with u as the input and (y, {1 ) 
as the output. 

Remark 2.6. Theorem 2.5 in words: The variable ( is 
properly eliminable if and only if there exists a parti- 
tion of (w, {) into (u, y, dl, {2) such that the equation 
#2 = 0 defines a proper input/output relation between 
u and (y, ?1 ). 

Proof of Theorem 2.5. For notational convenience 
and without loss of generality we assume that P1 and 
P2 are identity and that M(~) is of the form: 

[ 0 O ] 
M(~)= M21(~) M22(~) , (18) 

where [M21(~) M22(~)] has full row rank. In terms of 
(u,y, dj), the sub-behavior {(u,y,f)  E ~3]d2 =0} is 
described by 

Rtl(d/dt)y 4- Rl2(d/dt)u = O, 
(19) 

R21 (d/dt)y 4- R22(d/dt)u = M21 (d/dt)fj.  

By proper i/o relation between u and (y , / l  ) we mean 
that the rational matrix: 

[Rll(~) 0 ( ~ ) ] '  [-R12(~) ] (20) 
R21(~) - M 2 1  L-R22(~)J 

is well-defined and proper. Choose (u, y) such that 

(d) (d) 
Rll ~ y + RI2 ~ u=O. (21) 

Since Eq. (19) defines a proper i/o relation between 
u and (y,/1), there exist ()',/I ) such that 

Ri l (d/dt) f  + Ri2(d/dt)u = O, 
(22) 

R21(d/dt)~ + R22(d/dt)u = M21(d/dt)dl. 

From Eqs. (21) and (22) it follows that Rit(d/dt) 
(y - f ) = 0  and since detRll(~) ¢ 0 it follows that 
y - f C ~ .  Moreover since det M21(~)/~ 0, we can 
find tTt such that 

(d) (d) 
M21 ~ Zl=R21 d-~ ( y - f ) .  (23) 

Define ¢1 :={1 + all, then from Eqs. (21)-(23) we 
conclude that 

Ri l(d/dt)y + Ri2(d/dt)u = O, 
(24) 

R21 (d/dt)y + Rz2(d/dt)u -- M2L (d/dt)¢l. 

This shows that for every (u, y) that satisfies Eq. (21) 
we can find #l such that Eq. (24) holds. Hence the 
manifest behavior is defined by 

RL(d/dt)w = 0, (25) 

where of course R l (g) = [Rll ( g ) R I z ( ~)]. Conversely 
assume that / is properly eliminable. By Corol- 
lary 2.4, ~m is described by Rl(d/dt)w=O. Write 
Rl(d/dt)w 0 in proper i/o form (see [5, 7]): 

(d) (d) 
RIj ~ y+R12 ~ u=0 .  (26) 

The correspondingly partitioned equation for ¢ be- 
comes 

( d )  ( d )  ( d )  
R21 ~ y+R22 ~ u=M2 ~ /. (27) 

Write M2(d/dt)( = 0 in proper i/o form: 

( d )  ( d )  
M21 ~ (1+M22 ~ ¢2=0,  (28) 

where M211(~)M22(~) is proper. Choose u E Z~11 °c. By 
assumption we know that there exists (y, ( )  such that 
Eqs. (26) and (27) are satisfied. Since Eq. (28) is in 
i/o form, we can find 71 such that 

( d )  ( d )  
M21 ~ 71 -M22 ~ 12=0. (29) 

Combining Eqs. (27) and (28) with Eq. (29) yields 

( d )  ( d )  ( d )  
R21 ~ y+R22 ~ u=M21 ~ (¢1+{1).  

(30) 
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The conclusion is f iat  for every u we can find (y, ~71,0) 
such that Eqs. (26) and (27) are satisfied. This gives 
rise to an i/o representation of  the form of  Eq. (19). 
Finally suppose that the corresponding rational matrix 
given in Eq. (20) is not proper. Then there exists a u for 
which there does not exist (y, #l ) such that Eqs. (26) 
and (27) are satisfied. This contradicts the assumption 
and the result follo~cs. [] 

Notice that Theorem 2.5 enables us to check 
whether ~m admits a representation of  the form of  Eq. 
(13), without actually computing this representation. 

As a simple bu| useful property we mention the 
transitivity of  proper eliminability. 

Lemma 2.7. Consider the full behavior ~3f repre- 
sented by R(d/d t )w=M(d/dt ) ( .  Let ( =  [(1,(2] v 
be a partitioning of (. Suppose that (2 is" properly 
eliminable and that the corresponding manifest be- 
havior is represeg:ted by Rl (d /d t )w=Ml(d/d t ) ( l .  
Suppose that in turn (! is' properly eliminable from 
Rl(d/dt)w=Ml(d/dt)(1 ,  then ~ is properly elim- 
inable from R(d/dt )w = M(d/dt )(. 

Proof. This follows immediately from Definition 
2.2. [] 

We are aware that the formulation of  Theorem 2.5 
may appear not w~ry transparent. However, despite 
this observation, fi enables us to formulate a crite- 
rion for proper elirninability that could in principle be 
programmed. 

Theorem 2.8. Consider the behavior ~ defined by Eq. 
(1). Denote by g' fhe row rank of M(~). The latent 
variable { is properly eliminable i f  and only if  we can 
select g~ columns Jbom M(~), g -  g' columns from 
R(~), together for~ning a square matrix P(~) such 
that p - I Q ( ~ )  is ~tell-defined and proper, where the 
matrix Q(~) consists of  those columns of R(~) that 
are not used Jar P(~).  

Alternatively: Consider all possible g x g square 
sub-matrices of  [R(~) M(~)].  The variable ( is 
properly eliminable i f  and only if  among all possible 
square sub-matrices of  maximal determinant degree, 
there is' one that contains exactly g~ columns of M( ~). 

3. Examples 

properly eliminable. In Example 3.1 we show that the 
state in state-space representation of  input/output sys- 
tems is properly eliminable, in Example 3.2 we discuss 
proper elimination in parallel interconnections. These 
examples are rather straightforward and confirm the 
intuition. 

Example  3.1. Consider the input/state/output behav- 
ior defined by 

d 
- -x  = Ax + Bu, 
dt (31) 

y = C x  + Du. 

The state x is properly eliminable. 

Proof.  Define R(~) ,M(~)  as follows: 

then Eq. (31) is equivalent to R(d/dt)[u,y]T= 
M(d/dt)x. We apply Theorem 2.5. The relation be- 
tween u and (x, y )  is a proper input/output relation. 
To see this define 

Obviously p-l(~)Q(~)  is a proper rational matrix. 
Eq. (31 ) are equivalent to 

(d) E;] (d) 
P = Q u. (34) 

Since p-I(~)Q(~) is proper, it follows that the re- 
lation between u and (x,y)  is a proper i/o relation 
and from Theorem 2.5 we conclude that x is properly 
eliminable. [] 

Example 3.2. Consider the input/output behaviors ~3 i 

defined by 

Pi -~ Yi Qi dt ui, 

p I(~)Q(~) proper, i =  1,2. (35) 

The parallel interconnection of  ~1 and ~32 is defined 
by Eq. (35) and the additional equations: 

u = ul, ul = u2, y = Yl + y2. (36) 

In this section we present some examples to illus- 
trate how to check whether or not a latent variable is 

Keeping in mind the transitivity property (Lemma 
2.7), we first eliminate ul and u2. It is trivial to see 
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that after elimination of ul, u2 the equations become 4. Image representations 

(d) (d) 
Pi ~ Yi = Qi ~ u, i 1,2, y = yt + )'2. 

(37) 

In the form of Eq. (1): 

Ql(d/dt) O] 

Q2(;/dt) ~ [ y ]  

-Pl(d/dt) 0 

0 P2(d/dt) 

11 h 

[ )'11 • (38) 
Y2 J 

Obviously the right-hand side polynomial matrix of 
Eq. (38) does not have full row rank and hence we 
can apply Theorem 2.5. The relation between u and 
(Yl, Y2, Y) is given by 

- QI (d/dt) ] 

Q2(d/dt) ] u 

0 

Pl(d/dt) 0 

0 P2(d/dt) 0i l l 0 3'2 • 

I V 

(39) 

It is clear that since P~ (.)Qi(g) is proper (i = 1,2), 
Eq. (39) defines a proper input/output relation be- 
tween u and (yl,Y2,y). The conclusion is that 
(ut, u2, Yl, 72) is properly eliminable. 

Example 3.3. Let the full behavior be described by 
dwl/dt + w2 = ¢, then it is not difficult to check that 

is not properly eliminable. If, however, we replace 
the right-hand side by d//dt + / ,  then / is properly 
eliminable. 

Consider the moving average or image representa- 
tion: 

(d) 
w = M  d t { '  M(~) E Rq×d[~]. (40) 

In general M(~) is not properly eliminable as the fol- 
lowing example shows: 

(41) 

It is obvious that the maximal degree determinant is 
obtained by selecting the second column of M(~) and 
the second and the third column of R(~), which in this 
case is just the identity matrix. The determinant of the 
resulting matrix has degree one, whereas if we would 
take two columns of M(~), we would get degree zero. 
It follows fi'om Theorem 2.8 that { is not properly 
eliminable. 

Application of Theorem 2.8 to Eq. (40) immediately 
yields: 

Theorem 4.1. In the behavior defined by Eq. (40), / 
is properly eliminable if and only if among all minors 
of M (~), the maximal degree is assumed Jbr a full 
size minors. 

A sufficient condition on M(¢) for proper elim- 
inability is that M(~) is column reduced [2]. 

Lemma 4.2. Consider the behavior defined by Eq. 
(40). IJ'M(¢) is column reduced, then / is properly 
eliminable. 

Proof. Since M(¢) is column reduced, there exists a 
d x d sub-matrix of M(~) with proper inverse (see 
[2]). Hence by adding appropriate columns from the 
identity matrix to M(~), we obtain a square matrix 
with proper inverse. Theorem 2.8 yields the statement. 

[] 

Remark 3.4. Notice that in all of the examples we have 
only checked whether or not d' is properly eliminable 
without actually calculating the representation of the 
manifest behavior. For instance in Example 3.2 the 
representation of the manifest behavior depends on 
whether or not PI (~.) and P2(¢) are right coprime. See 
[1] for details. 

Proper eliminability does not imply that M(~) is 
column reduced, as the following example shows. 
Take [!3 !] 

(42) 
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It is clear that M(~) is not column reduced (nor row 
reduced). However, it follows from Theorem 2.3 that 
( is properly eliminable. 

In [7, Theorem V.3], it is claimed that every 
controllable AR representation, i.e., of the form 
R(d/d t )w  - O, with R(2) of full rank for all 2 ~ C, ad- 
mits an MA representation. In view of the preceding 
examples it is clear that the converse of this statement 
is definitely not tree, there are MA representations 
for which E is not properly eliminable. The proof in 
[7], which is actually in [6] (Proposition 4.3), is for 
the discrete time case for which one can argue that 
proper efiminability is not an issue. Notice, however, 
the remarks in the Conclusions. Therefore we present 
and prove the following result. 

Theorem 4.3. Let  R/,4) C [Ryxq[4] andassume that the 
behavior defined by R( d/ dt )w = 0 is controllable, i.e. , 
R( Z ) has Jull row rank Jor all Z c C. There exists a 
matrix M ( 4 )  E Eqxq-~[~] such that in w = M ( d / d t ) ( ,  
( isproperly elimin~ble and after elimination of / '  we 
recover R(d /d t )w  -: O. 

Proof. Since R(2) has full row rank for all ). ~ C, 
there exists a matrix R'(~) C []~q-'qxq[4 ] such that: 

E R(4) ] U(~): . . . .  
R' (~ )  

(43) 

is unimodular. Of course R'(~) is not unique, for every 
unimodularmatrix V(~) E R (q ~)x(q-~)[~], the matrix 

[&l (44) 

is also unimodular. Define M(4) by 

M(4) := U(~)- '  . (45) 
" v - ' ( ~ )  

eliminable from w = M ( d / d t ) ( .  Pre-multiplication of 
both sides with U(4) yields 

[ R(~) 0 1 u(4)[I - M(~)] = LR'(4) - I~  " (47) 

By Corollary 2.4 it follows that the external be- 
havior of w = M ( d / d t ) (  is indeed represented by 
R(d /d t )w=O.  [] 

Example 4.4. Let R(4) be given by 

R(~)=[42 ~ + 1  4+2] .  (48) 

R(~) may be completed to a unimodular matrix as 
follows: 

+1  
U(~) ~2-+ 4 - 1 

It follows that 

: + 2  ] 
- I  ~2 + 3 I (49) 

~ + 2  --~2 + 4] " 

[ ~  3~ ~2 ~3 5 44 ~2 ~3 1 
+ ~ + 3d 2 + 44 --2 + ~ @ 442 + 4 4 J . 

1 1 

(50) 

Calculations yield that by adding a standard basis vec- 
tor to M(~), we can obtain at most degree of the deter- 
minant equal to 2, whereas by choosing one column 
from M(~) and adding two appropriate standard basis 
vectors yields degree 4. Therefore if M(~) is defined 
by Eq. (50), { is not properly eliminable. However, 
post-multiplication of Eq. (50) by the unimodular 
matrix 

V(~):= [ 4 + 4 2  - 1 - 4 4 - 4 3 ]  (51) 
" - 3 - ~ 2  1 + 3 4 + 4  3 

yields 

Define 0 ( 4 ) : -  U(,f) -I.  Then 

[0 ,2 (4) ]  v '(4). 
M(4) = 022(4)] 

(46) 

In general, M(~) will not be column reduced, but of 
course we can choese V(4) such that M(4) is column 
reduced [2]. Hence we could have chosen R'(4) such 
that the second block column of D(4) is column re- 
duced. By Lemma 4.2, it follows that ~ is properly 

I 4 _ 3 4 _ ~ 2 _ ~ 3  
M(~) := - 2  + ~ + 3~ 2 + 4 4 

1 

- 5  - 4~ - ~2 _ ~3 -] 

l - 2  + ~ + 442 + ~4 
1 

× [ 4 +  ~2 - 1 - 4 4 - 4  3 
--3--¢ 2 1 -I- 34 -I- ~ 3 ] 

= -2  ~ 

(52) 
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Obviously M(~) is column reduced so that # is prop- 
erly eliminable in R(d/d t )w-M(d/d t ) / ' .  If we write 
the differential equations explicitly, we find that the 
following two representations are externally equiva- 
lent: 

0 w+(d+ 
and 

WI i ~(1 ~2,) d d 
W2 = - 2  q- ~ ~'1 -- 2~v/2, (53) 

W3 : ? 1  -- (1 ?2. 
(lt 

5. Conclusions and discussion 

We have derived a simple test for proper elim- 
inability of latent variables. Although we only studied 
behaviors in continuous time, we believe that the re- 
sults may also be relevant for the discrete time case. 
At first glance, proper elimination of latent variables 
seems not to be an issue in the discrete time case. For, 
consider Eq. (14) with the differential operator d/dt 
replaced by the shift operator a( ( aw )( k ) = w( k + 1 )). 
Since M21({) has full row rank, there exists for each 
w:Z---+C q an ( : Z ~ C  J such that Eq. (14) is satis- 
fied. However, since MzI({)-JR2(~) need not be 
proper, the value of ( (k)  could depend on future val- 
ues of w. In other words { may have to anticipate 
w. In applications this could be an unacceptable sit- 
uation, e,g. if ¢ is part of a feedback loop where ¢ 
should depend causally on w. On the other hand if 
the conditions of Theorem 2.8 are satisfied, we know 
that not only for all w that satisfy Rl(~r)w--O, there 
exists an { such that R2(a)w = M2(a){, but also that 
current values of ¢ do not depend on future values of 
w. An example may clarify this point. Consider the 
behavioral equation: 

wl(k + 2 ) + w l ( k  + l) 

+wl(k) + w2(k + 1) + w2(k) = 0. (54) 

In polynomial notation: 

[ a 2 + ~ r + ,  a + l ] [  wl ]  =0 .  (55) 
L J 14'2 

An image representation of Eq. (55) is 

a 2 + a + l l  {" (56) 

Define the unimodular matrix U(~) by 

I 1 
~ + c + l  ~ + 1  

U(~) :=  ~ 1 " 

After premultiplication of Eq. (56) with 
obtain 

(57) 

U(a)  we 

The second equation in Eq. (58) is 

wl(k + 1) + w2(k) = { ( k )  (59) 

and it seems that contrary to our earlier claim { anti- 
cipates wl. If we consider Eq. (59) as an isolated equa- 
tion than this is indeed the case. However, Eq. (59) is 
applied only to (wl, w2) for which the first equation 
in Eq. (58) is satisfied. Taking that into account, Eq. 
(59) becomes 

/ (k )  w l ( k + l ) + w 2 ( k )  

= W l ( k ) - w l ( k -  1) w 2 ( k -  1). (60) 

Eq. (60) clearly indicates that ( depends on current 
and past values of (Wl, w2) only. 

In discrete time systems, proper eliminability 
could as well be called causal eliminability or 
non-anticipating eliminability. 

We have illustrated the test by means of several 
more or less straightforward examples. A more elabo- 
rate example was provided by the application to image 
representations. It appeared that every AR representa- 
tion admits a MA representation. However, not every 
MA representation is externally equivalent to an AR 
representation. 
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